
WJEC 2015 Online Exam Review

GCSE APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS UNIT 2 HIGHER 4362-02

All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %

1 672 5.6 1.1 6 94.1 100

2 672 5.1 1.1 6 85.6 100

3 668 5.3 1.1 6 89 99.4

4 672 7 1.5 8 88 100

5 665 5.6 2.6 9 61.9 99

6(a) 662 5.3 2.5 8 66.7 98.5

6(b) 649 0.9 1.3 3 31.3 96.6

7 659 2.8 1.4 6 46.3 98.1

8(a) 630 3.6 2.4 6 59.2 93.8

8(b) 642 4.2 2 7 60.5 95.5

9 645 2.6 2.3 12 21.4 96

10 622 2.6 2.2 6 43.9 92.6

11(a)(b) 620 3.7 3.5 13 28.3 92.3

11(c) 547 1.1 1.7 4 26.7 81.4
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	GCSE APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS UNIT 2 HIGHER 4362-02
	Item Level Data
	Facility factor graph
	Question 2b
	Mark scheme
	Example 1
	Example 1 marked

	Example 2
	Example 2 marked


	Question 3
	Mark scheme
	Example 1
	Example 1 marked

	Example 2
	Example 2 marked

	Example 3
	Example 3 marked


	Question 5
	Mark scheme
	Example 1
	Example 1 marked

	Example 2
	Example 2 marked

	Example 3
	Example 3 marked


	Question 11
	Mark scheme
	Example 1
	Example 1 marked

	Example 2
	Example 2 marked

	Example 3
	Example 3 marked































Sticky Note

All correct so far, to part (c).



Sticky Note

The candidate decides to find the total of the takings.  But incorrectly decides to divide by 6, not the total number of customers.  As this method is incorrect, M0, A0 is awarded.It should be total takings divided by the the total number of customers.
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UNIT 2 (HIGHER TIER) 


Applications Unit 2 


Higher Tier June 2015 


Mark Comment 


M1 3. Sight of 12% of £250 = £30


Deposit possible in two weeks with appropriate 


calculation, e.g. 45+30+30 (=£105) 


(12 weeks saving £30 per week,  £) 360 


Conclusion that it is possible with appropriate 


calculations, e.g. ‘it is possible as £5 (left after paying 


deposit) plus £360 saved, makes £365’ 


QWC2: Candidates will be expected to 


 present work clearly, maybe with diagrams


and words explaining process or steps


AND 


 make few if any mistakes in mathematical


form, spelling, punctuation and grammar and


include units in their final answer


QWC1: Candidates will be expected to 


 present work clearly, maybe with diagrams


and words explaining process or steps


OR 


 make few if any mistakes in mathematical


form, spelling, punctuation and grammar and


include units in their final answer


B1 


E1 


B1 


E1 


QWC


2 


6 


May be embedded in later working 


FT ‘their 30’ for an appropriate conclusion with 


accurate calculation using £45 and their 30s. 


FT ‘their 30’ ×12 evaluated correctly 


Accept sight of (£)365 from 12×30 + 5 (left from 


deposit) 


Do not accept 12×30 + 45 as the 12 weeks of 


savings 


QWC2 Presents relevant material in a coherent and 


logical manner, using acceptable mathematical 


form, and with few if any errors in spelling, 


punctuation and grammar. 


QWC1 Presents relevant material in a coherent and 


logical manner but with some errors in use of 


mathematical form, spelling, punctuation or 


grammar  


OR 


evident weaknesses in organisation of material but 


using acceptable mathematical form, with few if 


any errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


QWC0 Evident weaknesses in organisation of 


material, and errors in use of mathematical form, 


spelling, punctuation or grammar. 








Sticky Note

The candidate has not engaged with the index numbers, with 140 being higher than 125.The candidate does not show understanding of index numbers.



Sticky Note

It is not possible to tell, as we don’t actually know the actual price of the bananas.  The information given states the prices of bread, but no indication of either years’ price of bananas is given.












Sticky Note

Unfortunately the candidate has not thought about the £5 left after paying the deposit, so the final conclusion is incorrect.As initial calculations are not labelled or explained, only QWC for the writing aspect is awarded.












11. BuildGen makes roof turrets for apartment blocks.


 (a) BuildGen is building a turret in the shape of a square-base pyramid.
  The frame for the turret is made using metal rods.
  An outline of the frame is shown below.


Diagram not drawn to scale


 (i) BuildGen has ordered two packs of metal rods. Each pack contains 4 metal rods.
  One pack contains rods of length 6 m and the other pack contains rods of length


10 m.
  No rods are cut.
  Calculate the angle between the diagonal BD and the rod DP. [6]
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Sticky Note

One of the points on the scatter was not plotted accurately in part (a)



Sticky Note

Correct for the candidate’s line of best fit



Sticky Note

The 6  represents the 6 points plotted, or the 6 entries in the table, not the total number of customers



Sticky Note

Fortunately the candidate corrected their thinking, deciding to find the total takings divided by the total number of customers












3. You will be assessed on the quality of your written communication in this question.


 Jenna is saving for a summer holiday.
 She has already saved £45.


 Jenna earns £250 per week.
 She plans to save 12% of the money she earns each week towards her holiday.


 She has to pay a £100 deposit for the holiday in 2 weeks’ time.
 12 weeks after paying her deposit, Jenna has to make a final payment of £365.


 Show whether it is possible for Jenna to save enough to pay the deposit on time and make the
final payment on time.


 You must show all your working. [6]


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 












Sticky Note

The diagonal of the base has  been calculated accurately.



Sticky Note

Half the diagonal of the base is evaluated.



Sticky Note

But it is not used.  The error here is using the full diagonal length, even though the candidate has calculated the half diagonal length.



Sticky Note

This one error means that the final m and A marks are not awarded, but as the candidate works through this one slip correctly SC1 is awarded.





















Sticky Note

The candidate visualises the problem in 3D, but to aid development they decide to draw  2D sketches of the right angle triangle they are now working with.  This is a good strategy.A correct response.





















Sticky Note

A correct interpretation of where the rods are to be placed.



Sticky Note

Although a right angle triangle is marked, no correct progress is made.The candidate perhaps misreads where they have placed 10m, it is not the vertical height.












Applications Unit 2 


Higher Tier June 2015 


Mark Comment 


11(a)(i) Realising shorter rods around the base AND 


        (BD2 =) 62 + 62  


 


          BD2 = 72    or   BD = √72 


          BD = 8.485…(m) 


 


cosD =  ½ BD/10 


                              64.9(°) or 65(°) 


 


 


 


 


(ii) (Height of triangle)2 = 102 - 32  (=91) 


Height of triangle = 9.539…(m) 


Area = (4×) ½ × 6 × height of triangle 


 Answers in the range  114(m2)  to  114.5( m2) 


 


(b) Volume = ⅓ × π × r2 × h used,  


e.g. sight of (122 =)  ⅓ × π × r2 × 4 


        r2 = 122 ÷ (⅓ × π × 4) or equivalent 


 


Answers in the range 5.3957..(m) to 5.398.. (m)  


                                or 5.4(m) 


M1 


 


 


A1 


A1 


 


m1 


A2 


 


 


 


 


M1 


A1 


m1 


A1 


 


M1 


 


A1 


 


A1 


 


13 


Accept as unique calculation shown, or calculation 


selected for further progress 


 


 


Accept rounded or truncated at this stage 


 


FT their BD provided M1 awarded 


CAO not from premature rounding 


A1 for D = cos-1   ½BD/10. 


If final m0 A0, allow SC1 for an answer of  


31.9(…°) or 32(°)  from cosD = BD/10 


 


Or equivalent with cosine rule (and ½ absinC) 


 


 


CAO. Accept rounded or truncated  


 


Not for stating the formula alone 


 


r2 = 29.1… 


 


Accept unsupported correct answer 


11(c)(i) 4.6 × 1.62 


            11.776(m2) or 11.78(m2) or 11.8(m2) or 12(m2) 


 


(ii) 76.2 ÷ 1.63 


                      18.6(035…m3) 


M1 


A1 


 


M1 


A1 


4 


 


From correct working. 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 












 (b) Draw, by eye, a line of best fit on your scatter diagram. [1]


(c) Estimate the takings for a Monday when there are 95 customers. [1]


 (d) Approximately how much does a customer spend, on average, in the juice bar on a
Monday? [2]


6


2












Sticky Note

The calculations and conclusions are correct.However, QWC1 is awarded.This is because the processes and stages of working are not labelled or explained.The initial calculation is not labelled or explained.Also, there is an error in mathematical writing, with incorrect use of equal signs, as 12 times 30 does not equal 365, this can not be seen as a balance.This is an example of a very minimal QWC1, had the candidate made further errors with writing, for example no £ sign at all, then QWC0 would have been awarded.












Sticky Note

The candidate is reading the index numbers correctly as an indication of increase.



Sticky Note

Well answered.
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UNIT 2 (HIGHER TIER) 


Applications Unit 2 


Higher Tier June 2015 


Mark Comment 


(b) Line of best fit with points above and below B1 
Line of best fit must be appropriate for the trend 


of points 












Sticky Note

All the marks for the calculations and conclusions are given.However, only QWC 1 is awarded.This is because this candidate has not labelled all the processes or stages of their work, the reader has to decide for themselves what the initial calculations are about here.



































3 








3 








Sticky Note

Well explained.



Sticky Note

No, the candidate has made assumptions about the index numbers, they do not give the price, only an indication of the increase.  We don’t know the price, so can’t tell about them being more expensive or not.












5. A retail index number is calculated by looking at increases or decreases in price over a period
of time.


 A loaf of bread that cost £1.60 on 1st January last year, costs £2.00 on 1st January this year.


 The index number for this year’s cost of a loaf of bread, based on last year’s cost, is calculated
as follows:


Index number = 2.00 × 100 1.60
 = 125


 (a) The index number for this year’s cost of bananas, based on last year’s cost, is 140.


 (i) Has the cost of bananas increased more or less steeply than the cost of a loaf of
bread?


  You must give a reason for your answer. [1]


 


 


 


 


 


 


 (ii) For this year’s costs, are you able to tell from the information given whether 1 kg of
bananas is cheaper or more expensive than a loaf of bread?


  You must give a reason for your answer. [1]
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Applications Unit 2 


Higher Tier June 2015 


Mark Comment 


5.(a)(i) Conclusion implying more steeply with a 


reason, e.g. ‘risen more steeply than bread as 140 is 


greater than 125’, ‘40% increase is more than 25% 


increase’, ‘more steeply as gone up by 40%’, ‘more 


steeply as index number higher (for bananas)’ 


(ii) Conclusion implying don’t know with a reason, 


e.g. ‘don’t know the price of bananas’,  ‘don’t know if 


this is actually more or less money’ 


(b) 2.36×110 + 2.4(0)×105 + (0).9(0)×120 + 1.1(0)×90 


      OR    ( 259.6 + 252 + 108 + 99)   (÷100) 


 £7.2(0) 


(c)  2.36 × 100 ÷ 97 


 (£)2.43 


E1 


E1 


M2 


A2 


M2 


A1 


9 


Ignore addition spurious information, e.g. about 


mass of bananas 


M1 for three of the 4 products in the sum correct 


(including need for consistent place value), or 4 


products correct without intention to sum 


A1 for 7.186, 7.18 or 7.19 


For A1, FT from M2 if there is an error in 


calculation but answer given to the nearest 10p 


M1 for  2.36        × 100 = 97, 


 cost last year 


     or 100 × 2.36/… = 97, 


 or for example 100 × 2.36 ÷ 0.97  


 with the only error being place value 


Accept 2.4329… 

























